
 

 

  



 

Praesent shizzle my nizzle crocodizzle 

mammasay mammasa mamma oo sa its fo 

rizzle maurizzle rizzle bibendizzle. 

Aliquam owned the bizzle lectizzle. Cras 

izzle crazy et leo sodales fo shizzle. 

Aliquizzle lobortis, mauris dizzle 

dapibizzle yo mamma, nulla tellivizzle 

bibendum metizzle, shizzle my nizzle 

crocodizzle venenatis bizzle dui izzle 

break it down. Vivamizzle you son of a 

bizzle shiznit id . Vivamus arcu sure, 

brizzle sizzle amet, faucibus in, crazy 

away, mauris shizzle bo. 

 

 
 

Sed vehicula laorizzle boofron. erat 

pimpin', hendrerit izzle, condimentum 

pizzle, shut the shizzle up a, arcu. Morbi 

shiz placerizzle nulla. The bizzle break it 

down yo mamma the bizzle erizzle. Fusce 

metus gangster, egestizzle black, 

accumsizzle quizzle, elementum sheezy, 

neque. My shizz iaculis nunc a orci 

tincidunt sheezy. 

 

Fusce sagittis, nulla eget sollicitudin fo 

shizzle, lacus quam brizzle ma nizzle, 

vitae break it down augue purus vitae 

arcu. Etizzle i saw beyonces tizzles and 

my pizzle went crizzle lacizzle. Nunc  

Nulla facilisi. Gizzle faucibizzle pharetra 

yo mamma. Vestibulizzle vulputate 

shizznit izzle maurizzle. Cras accumsizzle 

odio et ipsizzle. Curabitizzle da bomb 

nibh vizzle rizzle. Crizzle check out this, 

mi eget eleifend tincidunt, dolor sizzle 

fizzle orci, eu dawg quizzle maurizzle. 

 

Fo shizzle my nizzle bizzle, lectizzle izzle 

aliquizzle mofo, tellizzle sure lacinia orci, 

fo shizzle sagittis nulla funky fresh at 

gangster. Suspendisse aliquet mattizzle 

dang. In pulvinizzle aliquet dolizzle. 

Maurizzle ghetto massa we gonna chung 

risizzle blandizzle dictizzle. Vestibulizzle 

ullamcorpizzle turpis at sizzle tincidunt 

funky fresh. Shizznit shizzle my nizzle 

crocodizzle maurizzle. 

 

 
 

Maecenizzle bow wow wow. Vivamizzle 

fermentizzle ass enizzle. Pellentesque mi. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sizzle amet, 

consectetizzle bow wow wow elit. Fizzle 

urna arcu, phat ma nizzle, sagittizzle a, 

pharetra break it down, neque. break it 

down izzle sizzle amizzle, consectetuer 

adipiscing elizzle. Crizzle id go to hizzle 

dizzle things gangster condimentizzle. 

Phat ass dolor sit shizznit, fizzle  
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Over the last 13 years London based 

independent record label Holy Roar has 

been gradually making a name for 

themselves in the extreme music world, 

most notably in the hardcore/screamo 

genres. Alex Fitzpatrick, who runs the 

label together with Justine Jones, 

remembers: “It started, basically, because 

I had moved to London, hated my job and 

needed some kind of outlet that interested 

me! I moved from Birmingham where I 

had been putting on gigs, running a music 

webzine and releasing a few local bands 

and a compilation prior to Holy Roar.” 

 

 
 

Holy Roar now has the honourable 

opportunity to showcase their record label 

to the Roadburn audience as they take 

over the Hall of Fame venue on today. 

Alex comments: “Walter from Roadburn 

rang me out of the blue one day. I think 

he had really 'keyed in' to a couple of 

tracks of our artists that had appeared on 

Roadburn Spotify playlists that had been 

put together by Becky Laverty and those 

he works with, and the idea snowballed in 

his head. Having been a fan of Roadburn 

for some time, and never thinking that 

this could be something that would  

happen, to say that the proposal of us 

having a stage was a mindblower is an 

understatement.” 

 

 
 

Asked what it means for his label to be 

represented at Roadburn Alex responds: 

“It’s a ridiculous honour. Our weird little 

hardcore label gets to have bands playing 

with some of our all-time favourite artists 

who have shaped and defined and 

influenced Holy Roar, at a festival that all 

our favourite artists and all our peers 

hugely respect.” 

 

 
Secret Cutter 

  



Over the last couple of years, the label’s 

musical focus has gradually evolved into 

more eclectic genres, including doom, 

sludge, death metal, math rock, grindcore, 

and many other crossovers. This is what 

makes Holy Roar a very interesting label to 

follow as they won’t stick to just one genre, 

but will easily expand into new territories, 

of which recent signing A.A. Williams is 

perhaps the best example. 

 

AA Williams 

 

Ultimately this brings to question how on 

earth they decided what bands should play 

their Roadburn takeover. “Thankfully, 

Walter decided!” Alex says. “Which is 

totally fine by us as it removed a problem 

for us in terms of which artists and removed 

any suggestion of favouritism, etc.” 

 

Pijn 

 

The result is a great representation of what 

Holy Roar is all about, with the ripping 

genre-bending sludgey grindcore of Secret 

Cutter, the more intimate, sorrowful music 

of A.A. Williams, the heavy doomey sludge  

of Conjurer, the fierce, blackened post-

hardcore of Svalbard and the cinematic 

post-rock/metal tones of Pijn all 

representing the label’s impressive roster. 

 

Conjurer 

 

Asking Alex if he has any other artists on 

the Roadburn lineup he wouldn’t want to 

miss, he replies with “Cave In, Daughters, 

Drab Majesty, Emma Ruth Rundle, 

Fotocrime, Old Man Gloom, Pharmakon, 

Slægt, Soft Kill, Thou, Wrong, Young 

Widows.” Why then should people come 

and see the Holy Roar bands on Friday? 

“I think we bring something different and 

I genuinely think all our artists playing 

have the capacity to be almost the next 

generation of 'bigger artists' to be playing 

this kind of festival in the future, given 

the right conditions and the right moves,” 

Alex replies. “I feel Holy Roar is only just 

starting to stretch its wings, we aren't 

even a teenager yet, we are still figuring 

things out, but our bands stand toe-to-toe 

with the best, I think. So, why not check 

out some of our bands?” 

 

I for sure can’t wait to spend some decent 

time at the Hall of Fame today, and I hope 

to see many of the ‘Burners there with 

me! -- Sander van den Driesche 

 

More Info: 

www.holyroarrecords.com 

www.facebook.com/holyroarrecords 

  



 
The first word out of Tomas Lindberg in 

describing Roadburn’s Artistic Director, 

the man we lovingly know as Walter, is 

“meticulous.” Lindberg talks about how 

Walter brought him to the festival for 

years to groom him for the process of 

curating, introducing the At The Gates 

frontman to the idea and what it would 

take to be a part of it. “It was never 

obvious At the Gates were going to play, 

even if I curated,” he says. 

 

The Burning Darkness is the fruit of that 

labor from Walter and Lindberg alike, and 

we’ll see it over the next two days. 

Lindberg spoke about the festival and 

more while on tour in Europe with 

Behemoth earlier this year supporting At 

the Gates’ new EP, With the Pantheons 

Blind, and their 2018 full-length, To 

Drink From the Night Itself. 

 

 

What's the difference for you between a 

Roadburn band and not a Roadburn 

band? 

 

I would say a 100 percent Roadburn band 

must also understand Roadburn and what 

it is. It's very hard to describe it. It's more 

of a feeling. A gut feeling. A lot of open-

mindedness when it comes to 

underground music, understanding to 

different subgenres and this, total 

dedication to their art, no superficiality. 

Stuff like that. 

 

Bands that stretch the boundaries in 

different ways, when it comes to heavy 

music in any kind of sense. It doesn't have 

to be distorted and loud. Can be any kind 

of offshoot of that the underground 

culture that we all love. I don't know if 

that explains it (laughs). You just know. 

You just know. 

 

Tell me about picking bands. What 

stood out to you about certain acts? 

How did you approach people? 

 

With Walter being so meticulous and 

having so much heart invested in what he 

does, the conversations were very natural 

and understanding between us. So we 

were throwing bands back and forth. I had 

an outline of certain acts I really, really 

wanted to start with. Anna Von 

Hauswolff was one of those. Really, the 

cornerstone for me, a little bit, to the 

whole Gotheburg psych scene that a lot of 

people didn't know about in Europe. So I 

wanted to start with that.  

 

  



And then just see what it grew into. But in 

the back of my mind, it had to be a little 

dark and twisted and challenging, but then 

how they complement each other, 

something really obscure like Orchestra of 

Constant Distress that people have never 

really heard before in our scene, compared 

to a band like LOOP that is, of course, 

established, but still very important for our 

understanding of what we do today. How 

do these two complement each other? So a 

lot of nerdy discussions back and forth 

(laughs). We're all nerds. That's what we all 

happen to agree on. 

 

 
 

Of the bands you're bringing, who are 

you most looking forward to seeing on 

the Roadburn stage? 

 

 

There's a few bands I actually haven't 

seen live yet, but of course I checked 

out the YouTube stuff or whatever to 

get a sense of it and asked friends of 

mine, "You saw Slægt from Denmark," 

for example, "What did you think?" 

Stuff like that.  

 

There are a few certain bands, like Uran 

-- they're like the main piece of the 

Gothenburg psych scene -- to be able to 

see them on the Main Stage of 

Roadburn is introducing something that 

I know is brilliant live, and I've seen it a 

lot of times in Gothenburg, and bring 

that, knowing all ready how well it will 

go down, I'm really excited about that. 

 

How did you get introduced to them? 

 

Gothenburg is not a very small city -- 

we're about half a million people -- but 

the scene is all connected. Of course we 

have an incestuous metal scene, but all 

kinds of musicians hang out together 

and do stuff together, it's always been 

like that. Two of the main guys from 

that band I've been in projects with 

before. One of the three bass players has 

played with At the Gates before, violin 

and stuff like that. So it is a very close-

knit scene there. The Exorcist GBG also 

consists of a few members of Uran and 

Fontän as well. You just know these 

people if you live in the city of 

Gothenburg if you're interested in stuff 

that's different or weird or a bit off-

shoot. You get to know each other in a 

city like that. Maybe not in New York 

or somewhere like that, but in 

Gothenburg, yeah. 

 

To be continued in tomorrow’s issue… 

  



 
Ever since ABBA took over the 

world back in the ‘70s, Swedish 

music in whatever genre has 

been at the forefront all across 

the globe. Here's a few examples 

of albums that have been crucial 

for me over the years. And it is 

so hard just choosing a few 

albums. There's so many others 

that should be on here. 

 

 

Trettioåriga Kriget "Krigssång" [1975] 

Thirty Years War (straight translation of the bandname) is one the 

best examples of Swedish prog rock that was a bit more on the 

heavier side. The first two albums (this is the second) are a perfect 

mix between YES, URIAH HEEP and KING CRIMSON. And Robert 

Zima's vocals are very much like what King Diamond would do. 

 

Anti Cimex "Raped Ass" [1983] 

Only a 7" but so important. Influenced more or less every Swedish 

crust bands and a lot of the death metal coming out of Sweden. 

Napalm Death was hugely influenced by them too. 

 

 

 

Cortex "Spinal Injuries" [1981] 

Very unique band that were like no one else in Sweden when they 

emerged in the early ‘80s. Considered a classic these days. Singer 

Freddie Wadling is often mentioned as one of the most unique singers 

in Sweden. 

 

 

Entombed "Left Hand Path" [1990] 

Most important death metal album in Sweden. The Swedish scene 

(myself was a part of it) was already on the rise but after this one it 

exploded. And what an album. The songs, the production, the artwork. 

Never get tired of it 

  



Landberk "One Man Tells Another" [1994] 

Early ‘90s there was a new wave of prog bands emerging from 

Sweden. The three most prominent ones were ÄNGLAGÅRD, 

ANEKDOTEN and LANDBERK. LANDBERK were the odd ones 

because they we're not as technical and full-on prog as the other two. 

Their debut album "Riktigt Äkta" was a favourite of the late 

Euronymous of MAYHEM amongst others. Bass player Stefan Dimle ran the record 

store and label MELLOTRONEN and is widely considered the prog guru of Sweden. 

 

The Soundtrack Of Our Lives "Welcome to the Infant Freebase" 

[1996] 

The dilemma of choosing a UNION CARBIDE PRODUCTIONS 

album or a TSOOL album. UCP are for sure more important and all 

four albums they made between 1987-1992 are classics. But this 

album is the perfect mix between UCP, ‘60s psychedelia and Ennio 

Morricone's spaghetti western soundtracks.  
 

Dungen "Ta Det Lugnt" [2004] 

The only band ever that sing in Swedish and have been able to have 

an international career. I consider this album very important for the 

whole neo-psychedelia scene that's been the last 15 years. And like 

LANDBERK they have what I consider the best guitar player ever 

from sweden, Reine Fiske. 

 

Anekdoten "Nucleus" [1995] 

A tour de force of a prog album. It is brutal as a metal album and still 

as ‘70s prog as it can get. Mellotron galore and this is still my 

favourite album by them even though they still release amazing 

albums. I'm not sure they ever played Roadburn but if not they really 

should (wink wink Walter). [Ed.: They played in 2012.]  

 

 
  



 
  



Around tomorrow? Then make sure you grab Saturday’s issue of 
Werido Canyon Dispatch featuring… 
 

 Review & photos of Friday at Roadburn 2019 
 Uran - Weirdest Band at Roadburn? 
 O & Witte discuss MAALSTROOM with Guido Segers 
 Part II of the Thomas Lindberg interview by JJ Koczan 
 10 essential Dutch Black Metal releases with Luis Peña Pires 
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